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THE RHETORICAL CRITICISM-WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSE: EXPLORING TEXTS AND
CONTEXTS Iti THE AMERICAN WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT

One of the students in a recent Rhetorical Critidsm dass wrote on the student evaluation
form: "I never realized how much I'd enjoy rhetorical criticism. It has changed the way I listen to

political speeches and debates-just ask my boyfriend who will not watch the Pretident's
speeches with me anymore!"

Most of us would agee otr purpose for teaching rhetorical Criticism to undersraduates is
to illuminate, not necessaily to spark interpersonal conflict between friends.

However, what the

student said makes the effort worthwhile. Another student conduded: "I no longer approach
politics as if I'm in a fog. Now, it makes sense to me." My paper is written in the spirit of such
student comments-when the rhetorical criticism course is taught as a central part of an

underTackiate's cae curriculum, the fog lifts and enables the student to comprehend public
adchss with a fresh perspective. As Sonja Foss says in the preface to her book on rhetorical
aiticism, lt is an everyday activity that we can use to understand our responses to symbols of all
kinds in otr environment, to roloct those with negative impacts, and to create symbols of our
own to generate the kinds of responses we intend" (S. Foss, 1989, xi).
4

I have been fortunate enough to teach an underoduate course in rhetorical aiticisrn
since 1975, first at Clarion University and now at Wilkes University. At Clarion, Rhetorical

Criticism was a senior seminar that followed two lower-level courses-Introduction to Rhetorical
Theory and Rhetoric of Conflict. At Wilkes, Rhetorical Criticism blends rhetorical theory and the
practice of criticism. The only prerequisite is Public Speaking.

It is a particularly challenging

course for those of us who teach at small or moderately- sized institutions because we often

make difficult decisions about what and how we teach. Unless it is a require4 course in the
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speech communication curriculum, we we dependent upon several forces that we not entirely
within ovr own control, inducing: attracting sufficient enrollment for what is likely to be a
rigaous seminar course; convincing the department Chat ancVor Dean that rhetorical criticism
is just as vital to our students as courses in television peduction or public relations; and, as a

teacher timing the balance of theory and application, between knowledge and ability.
Why is it worth the effort to teach rhetorical criticism to undergackiates? My answer to
that question probably reflects the unique chwacter of the speech communication curriculum at

my institution. For 4ve the metaphor, but fa me the rhetorical criticism course can best be
compared to an aaobatic activity. While teaching rhetorical criticism grounds me more solidy
within the academic terrain because it has been such a pert of my professional training, ft tends
to toss my students about a bit as they learn to suspend concepts of time and place-at least for a
while. If I vide them well, when they we bad on terra firma they will view ciscourse and how

we respond to it in new, exciting ways. That is a challenge. But increasingly we must also face
questions about how such courses fit within thanging general education curricula. Suddenly
academic "terra frma" begins to shift underfoot a bit.

Bhtigdgt CritidsauCtatt talhitUniversity's Cesst Cwricuium
Like many of your institutions, Wilkes University adopted a revised general education

cuniculum several yeas ago. It stressed interdisciplinary courses, collaborative leaning, and
attempted to move us away from specialized, vocational curricula within academic departments.

With renvsed emphasis on fundamental liberal leaning", developing skills in critical thinking,
witing and speaking became the task of many faculty rather than a few. The new core
threatened some facuity, but provided many of us with an opportunity to demonstrate the
centrality of our courses in the liberal arts curriculum. COM 300: Rhetorical Criticism was easily

atiaptedlolheliet df vtfiting anti speaking inteneive courses.
In addition to two required composition courses, students at Wilkes we required to take

three upper-level "WI" a writing intensive courses. WI courses may be within the student's
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malor, cc in another ern. Faculty who teach WI courses must complete raining in vAtingacross the curriculum and submit thet syllabi to a campus-wide vraiting committee for review

Within the Department of Communicatial, mew of ow courses, indudng Rhetorical Criticism
were gutted WI status because ch the course content
Wilms also adopted an Oral Performance Option requ'rement. Students may take an

ccal performance come such as Public Spealdng, a select two `OPO" courses which require

several sustained, extempaineous oral presentations. Agin, many of ow courses, inducing
Rhetorical Criticism, were glinted OPO status because of course content

Md, last yew Wilkes epproved a Women's Studs. minor. It is a 21-credt how

interdeciplinery mina; which permits students to enrol in five uppar-level VS* courses in It*
major course of study and in other disciplines. "WS.-deeigneled courses Intoduce students to
the thecretical assumptions and historicel developments of feminist thought" Because it is an

interdeckolinery cane of study, WS dams examine a %twisty of issues related to 'Voce,
'11

gender, dass, culture, sexuality, family reproductive technology language and dscourse." WS
4

canes emphasize the experiences and contributions of women throughout lime, and

recognize gender as a facto that has shaped intekctual teams, political and sock' faces in
society, end symbolic systems of exweseion. Faculty velo wish to have a course dseirated

VS* must submit their syllabus to the Women's Studs* Cocrdnating Committee, Which

develops pidgins for intockidng gender as a significant component in the course design.
There ere many other aspects of the nev core requkements, but thv vwiting requkement,

oral perfamance option, and women's etudes designation d applied to COM 300: Rhetorical
Uiticism. I should note that altho4 women's dudes is not a cae requirement, many ci the
WS courses we among the options in a category of °Culture and Society" Mich emphemizes

pluralsm as an important pert of sodety. As a member of the Women's Studies Coodnating

Committee tom the begnning, I have been able to "nineteen" gender issues into several
upper-kwel communication courses. In 1938-89 I was asked to refine the syllabi and teaching
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methods in existing communication courses as prototypes for WS courses. Interpersonal

Communication, Rhetorical Critidsm, and intercultural Communication were identified for
inclusion of a gander component.

Faculty in English, sociology and economics also

partidpated in the frst round of WS coirses. In my teaching rotation, Rhetorical Critit"sm was
the frst one of the communication courses to be adopted for possible WS designation. COM
300: Rhetorical Criticism, which was taught in the fall of 1989, will be &cussed in this paper.

The syllabus and several in-dass assignments (not dealing with women's studies) ere attached.
Because the other members of this panel are dealing with rhetorical critidsm as writing intensive

and as a research come, I will focus my comments on the women's studes desipation.
COM 300: Rhetorical Critidsm is an upper-level elective which can be used to satisfy

university requirements in writing, speaking, and cultral pkralism (as long as it justifies the
women's studes designation). Within the Department of Communication, it is one of seven
cotrses in the Rhetoric/Public Communication concentation, from which students select five.
The cotrse is taught every third semester. The Rhetoric/Public Communication concentation is
the smallest of the five in otx department, but is a frequent "second" concentration for those
majoring in broadcasting or organizational communication.

In addition, occasionally political

science, Ensish, and business majors with a minor in communication enroll as well. It has

always been a small coirse-with 10-12 students enrolled in the seminar. Usually, about 80%
ere communication majors.

I point out the composition of the enrollment because I want to emphasize that a course

in Rhetorical Criticism, as I teach it, will not be a large (law" in student enrollment. There ere
ways to teach rhetorical critioism-primtrily the thematic approaches-that permit broadening the
enrollment. And, I suggest anyone interested in that approach migM find Henry's and Sharp's
article on 'Thematic Approaches to Teaching Rhetorical Criticism' of interest (Communication

Elation., 38, July 1989). I find the seminar format to be most appropriate for the course as I
teach it, and a maximum enrollment of 12 enables Tester student-to-student and student-faculty
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collabaation.

BatiOnalt fouiFeminist Periodit la Rhetorica1 criticianC.Matt
Mong with a Towing number of rhetorical scholars, I consider it important to mainsteam
a feminist perspective in established communication courses. As Campbell wrote in her recent

two-volume collection of texts of oily American feminists, "Men have an ancient and honorable
rhetorical history....Women have no parallel rhetorical history" (Campbell, 1989, 1). For those of

us who teach rhetorical criticism, the absence of female voices in 'the texts we select fa analysis
is both an embarrassment and a failure of our discipline to acknowledge the importance of

women's rhetoric to our history and today's society. Courses in rhetorical criticism we obvious
choices fa incorporating a gender component.

They we courses which also we in greatest

need of feminist revision. As teachers of rhetcrical aitidsm, we we challenged not to teach
from texts that exdude the rhetoric of women, or to perpetuate criticism that judges the discourse
of women by means of historical bias or rhetorical neglect.

Campbell, Carter and Spitzack, and Foss all suggest ways to incorporate a feminist
perspective in rhetorical theory and criticism.

Campbell reminds us, 'There is, es yet, nothing

that can be dearly identified as feminist rhetorical criticism." She calls for "mainstreaming"exploring how discourse by and about women can be integated into rhetorical studies.
Omission of wcrks doming with women has been hwmful to rhetoric, according to Campbell,

because "the rhetoric of outgoups is, comparativdy speaking, more important for rhetorical

aiticism and theory" (Campbell, OJS. 1989, 212-213). Foss writes in her book on rhetaical
criticism, "A feminist stance in rhetorical criticism...is one in which the critic believes that both

women and men should have equal opportunities for self-expression and that women's
perspectives should be an integal part of rhetaical practice and theory" (Foss, 1989, 154-155).
That is a message we need to send to our students in what we teach and how we tech.

As the field of rhetorical criticism works hard to catch up with aogress in feminist then,
those of us teaching undergaduates face a particularly difficult task. There really isn't a body of
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feminist rhetorical theory, at least not yet. Several recently published essays provide excellent
examples of feminist criticism. And Foss provides us with at least one textbook that incorporates
the feminist approach to rhetorical criticism. However, when working with undergraduates in

what is likely to be their first and only cotrse in aiticism, we often begin with classical and
contemporary rhetorical theorists.

How do we guide otr students toward a non-exclusionery

critical perspective when teaching theories and methodologies that ignored the contributions of
women and other groups to rhetoric and history?
My answer to this question was to incorporate a major component on the rhetoric of the
American Woman's Suffrage Movement into the syllabus for COM 300: Rhetorical Criticism.
Approximately one-third of the COUrSO time was devoted to this unit. I should point out that the

structure of the course deliberately calls for the use of a major social movement as the final
major assignment,

Previously, I used portions of the civil rights movement as a case study.

Clearly, it takes a great deal of preparation time to adjust the course syllabus, but I enjoy the
challenge. I attempt to provide enough situational information to enable students to understand

contextual issues.

What is not so obvious is that considerable time was devoted to aitiquing "tractional"
approaches to rhetorical criticism from a feminist perspective. ln my selection of texts for
analysis by the class, and the careful inclusion of the feminist view point, I was able to raise

questions about appropriateness of various methodologies for conducting criticism of the

rhetoric of civerse goups. Quickly, some students noticed the absence of scholarly work
dealing with women. One young man noted with surprise that some women were literate in

Greece! Imagine his amazement to ciscover the solid legal reasoning of Susan B. Anthony's
1872 defense of the female citizen's right to vote. Eventually, students began noticing that

certain theories made inherent assumptions about what texts were "worthy" of aiticism. These
small "ciscoveries" became an important pert of our seminar's discussions. And, it wa
important to sensitize the students to the feminist perspective before the unit on woman's

suffrage.

I found the American Woman's Suffrage Movement to be a gold mine of rhetorical
hisicry.

As a major social movement that lasted decades, it intersected other movements-

abolition, temperance, and labor to mention a few. Key people influenced the movement from

the mkt-nineteenth centtry to the early twentieth centtry which permits charting the evolution
rrgument by the same person within the movement. Because woman's suffrage was such a

significant cultural movement, it is possible to study a wide range of respnses to suffragists'
rhetaic. And because the movement aWacted such &Arse orators, it allows the students to
consider the issue of language and social dass in advancing a cause. Perhaps thv-4 are two
over-rking reasons fcr selecting the suffrage movement as a case study for rhetorical criticism.
First of all, it contains a wealth of captivating &course and aators-of interest to today's

students because of the enduhng central argument.

And secondy, as an important pin of

America's histcry, the woman's suffrage movement invites close textual criticism.
Exigging_Texts And_ Contexts in. ink Anagnsia Woman's Suffrage Movement

Throughout the syllabus of COM 300 the relationship between text and context is
presented as an interactive one. Fcr example, the first essay students complete is a situational
analysis of a current presidential speech. In the spring of 1987, we used President Reagan's

.

State of the Union Addess. In the fall of 1989, President Geage Bush cooperated by delivering
his speech on the "War on Drugs" on September 5-one week after dasses began. I introduced

students to Biter's essay on rhetorical situation, and their first assignment was a paper which
ergued that the speech was (cr was not) a "fitting response" to the situation. Other assignments,
such as the analysis of argument and proof in the second Lincoln-Douglas debate at Freeport,
Illinois also required ciscussion of how text and context interacted, and affected each other.

Fortunately, research in rhetcrical criticism has provided excellent examples of textual criticism

of American public addess. In particular, Michael Leff and Stephen Lucas have called for
Teeter attention to textual a ;ficism.
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Lucas noted in his 1988 article in the Quarterly Igg Ent of 5.geest_ there is "a resistance

of interest in the American oratorical tradition" (Lucas, 1988, 243). He recogrized a 'tenewal of
interest in oratory as a force in American history" (244) and a rowing interest in "close analysis
of rhetorical texts' (Lucas, 1988, 246). And Leff calls on students of rhetoric to "go beyond
setting a speech in context"... "to probe its artistic coherence by attencing to the action within the
text-to the way elements condition one another within the life cyde of the performance" (Leff
quoted in Lucas, 1988, 248). Both Leff and Lucas we concerned with "textual context." As Leff

writas, The rhetorical text...is a historical development occurring Within a broader context of

historical developments. However circumscribed by extrinsic events, the text retains an internal
history of its own" (Leff, QJ$. 1986, 385).

Concerned with "the timing in the text,' Leff and Lucas

advocate dose textual aiticism. Leff daims "the central task of textual criticism is to understand
how rhetorical action effects this negotiation [of text and time], how the construction of a symbolic
event invites a reconstruction of the events to which it refers" (Leff, 1986, 385). The benefit of

dose textual analysis, according to Lucas, is "that it allows the critic, in essence, to slow down
the action within the text so as to keep its evolving internal context in sharp focus and allow
more precise explication of its rhetorical artistry" (Lucas, 1988, 249).

The issue of textuality is dearly an important one to rhetorical criticism. It is especially

important at a time when otr students have difficulty dstinguishing between original texts and
medated realities. David Zarefsky points out many critics face the same confusion: "We we not

sufficiently meticulous about using the available wimary sources to understand a historical
situation" (Zerefsky in Lei;- t:nd Kauffeld, 1989, 24).

Locating "primary source material" for a course in rhetorical criticism can be difficult,
especially if the instructor uses primary texts and not copies of essays written by others about

original texts. It became a major investigative challenge in teaching the rhetorical

aitidsrn/women's stucies course.

Specifically, I tried to select texts for analysis that reflected a

culturally dverse population, or adotessed issues of concern to people from dyers.
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backgrounds. I wish I could say that was an eaty task which involved turning to a pool of

speech texts 'Tom which I could select rhetaical examples from a pluralistic society. Howev6r,

few texts by or about women exist And many of the ones that do exist am not really available
for instructional purposes.

Therefore, I had to do a teat deed of work in the reference department of the Wilkes
library. When I found the librery holdings to be minimal at best, I spoke with the Head Litrarian.

Partialy as a result of my experience with COM 300, a "bibliogaphic instructional° reference

librarian has begun preparing supplemental bibliogaphies on various women's studies issues.
The supplements list sources available at Wilkes, and two other college libraries in the city.

I also decided to have the students indude annotated bibliowaphies with their final papers in
order to identify soirces that should be purchased by Wilkes.
Throughout my preparation for the course, and the development of the Supplemental

Bibliography fa Resources Available on the American Woman's Suffrage Movement I stressed
the need to make complete texts available to the students. The search for accurate, complete
texts became a vital part of the critical process. Students often worked as reseerch teams. I am
pleased to point out that the students did this on their own-perhaps as the most efficient way to

complete a demanding research assignment. One team was formed because two students

were reseerching the same orata-Ernestine Potowski Rose; another formed because several
students were interested in dfferent speakers at the same women's rights convention. In
another case, three students were working together in reviewing the Corgessional Record for
texts of testimony by Carrie Chapman Catt, Victoria Claflin Woodhull, and Elizabeth Cady

Stanton. One of the more interesting examples of collaborative research ocasred when one
student reseerching Frances Willard's rhetoric located a collection of lectures given at the

Chautauqua, N.Y. Institute and (hoovered portions of texts given to that Auden°. by Sojourner
Truth. While Karlyn Korhs Campbell's collection of texts by early feminists provided the basis fa
textual material, almost all of the students were able to locate additional speech texts because of
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their research efforts.

Thus, the matter of original and accurate texts became one of the best learning

experiences in COM 300. The fact that they wsre locating source material that, as of this
moment, has not yet appetwed in published aitical essays made the research important to my
students and to what we know about this subiect. In addition, they took seriously the invitation to
add to our library's holdings.
In the beginning of the assignment, I attempted to sketch the context for the early stages

of the movement. In doing so, I introduced the contributions of the earliest woman orators to

present public lectures in the United States-Deborah Sampson Gannett and Maria Miller
Stewart. When I dscovered there is some cisacreement about which woman actually gave the
first public lecture, I began an investigation of my own on Deborah Sampson Gannett. My
inquiry took me to the abundant private library of a good friend who is the senior member of tha

history department. Always intrigued with 'tat speech stuff' I do, he handed me several moldy
books and we began looldng for information on Deborah Sampson Gannett. In a book entitled

Lot Mead Amethan_Hisin I found verification of her six-city lecttre toss in 1802, and a short
biogaphy of her colorful life as a female solder in the American revolutionary war. We tacked
down the act of Confess that awarded her heirs veterans benefits, and located two newspaper
accounts of her speech given in Worcester, Massachusetts in 1802. I mention this anecdote for

several reasons: (1) what I learned about Deborah Sampson in my colleague* office lead me
to the complete text of her 1802 lecture given in Boston which I will use as the basis of a textual

criticism; (2) my colleague persuaded me to indude several radcal women who were not
mainstream supporters of the suffrage movement, such as Victoria Chaffin Woodhull; and (3) we

decided at some future date to team- teach a special topics course on the Rhetorical History of

Indvidual Rights in the Nineteenth Century. Thus, by stressing research collaboration with my
students, I fell into a very promising collaboration with a colleague in history. I know for a fact that

he has a feat& understandng and respect fa what it is I do as a rhetorical critic.
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One final observation about text-context is warranted. Because of the research teams
and the in-dass presentation of their borings, students began viewing texts as arguments or

responses to ammo* cr new arguments which advanced the cause of woman's suffrage. As
one student claimed Susan B. Anthony's 1872-73 speech on "Is It a Gime for a U.S. Cit'aen to

Vote?" Resented a new cogent legal argument for suffrage, another challenged that conclusion.

The *optical student found In her research on Victoria Woodhull that Ms. Anthony was pseent

when Woodhull defined her memorial to the Consressional Judicial Committee at least six
months before Anthony advenced the same ergiment in her own speeches. I found such

questions very healthy in a course on rhetorical critidsm. Students began questioning the
validity of what they read and, started cligging more into "background" information to kern how
the speeches fit into their rhetorical contexts.

To summarize, the relationship between rhetorical texia am historical contexts was a

sustained theme froughout the course. Five major altosl m410.4.400, indudng situational,
argument, neo-Aristotelian, genre, and dramatistic perspectives were used to explore the

rhetoric of the American Woman's Suffrage Movement. Students gained insight into historical
context by conducting textual analyses. Emphasis was placed on locating and reeding original
texts and doing dose textual analyses as a means of comprehendng historical periods. I found

that students were better able to apRedate the role of rhetorical acts in transforming histaical
situations.

Final Belearch. PAM 2n. Woman's.. Suffrage Movement
The following is the list of orators/speeches students selected for their final term papers.

You will notice that two students dd the same orator-Ernestine Potowski kose. While I initially
resisted the diplication, considering the hunckeds of speeches given by Mrs. Rose and the

dfficulty in locating full texts, I aped.
atwient.

IQ&

L. Ba lestrini

Angelina Grimke' Weld: "Adckess at Pennsylvania Hall
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on May17, 1839*
K. Bauer

S. Gelber

Ecth1oe
bifcrithIHOuSoCoñmlttN On. the JUddiry" ok4aritairy
18, 1092

r4'

;lose: !Speech at,tha NstlOn
tiiivintion,, in Wormers;
852*-1853*

L. Eater

_

S. Zolner

Ernestine PolOoki Nee: IRO at' the National
Woman's:Rid-its COaviiitOitand- excerpts-tram
lecture in Ne14.v York' in 1853

B. Jame&

Victoria CI* Womb* "A Lecture on Constitutional
Equality drpood at Lincoln House in Washington,
D.C.. February 16, 1871*

C. Augustine

Susan B. Anthony: Is It a Crime fcr a U.S. Citizen

to Voter, 1872-1873
T. Herman

Frances E. Willard: "A White Life for Two*, 1890 and

,

excerpts from lectures at the Chautauqua Institute
T. Griffith

Ida B. Wells: "Southern Horrors-Lynch Law In M It's
Phases," October 5, 1892 in New York City

S. Davis

Anna Howard Shaw: 'The Fundamental Principle
of a Republic," 1915

K. Gromaiski

Carrie Chapman Catt: 'The Crisis' speech, Atlantic
City, N.J., 1916

.41
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APPENDIX A

COURSE SYLLABUS

COM 300:

Rhetorical Criticism

INERuena. Jane Elmes-Crahall

MEL Ext. 4162

ffacE

szEsE Capin 23

MWF 11-12; T,TH 11-12;
T,TH 8-9 AM.; others by appointment.

REQUIRED TEXTBOOK; The. Rhetorjc QL Weal= Thought, 9.tb. Edition by Golden, J.,
Berquest, G., and Coleman, W. (Eds.). Kendell-Hunt, Pub., 1987, paperback.

The following materials were published too late to be ordered as texts. Two
copies will be on reserve in the library. Required readings will be assigned from
these books:

"Text of Second Lincoln-Douglas debate in Freemont, Illinois on August 27,
1658," in Uncolnl Speeches and Writing% 1832-1858, yoLiby Roy P. Basler
(Ed.), The Library of America Classics Publication, 1989 edition.

Karlyn Kohrs Campbell (Ed.), tjanCannot Speak £QcJ1cQLJ.L Kgx Texts a
the. Early Feminists, NY: Praeger, 1989. (Selected readings)
COURSE DESCRIPTION; This course Is designed to Introduce historical and

conceptual developments In rhetorical criticism. Critical methodologies, from
classical to contemporary, will be applied to the analysis of the spoken word.
Pre-requisite: Corn 101: Public Speaking or permission of instructor. please natt
that im the. f irst time, CM Ea Will satisfy jw..Q. reQuirementa In Lk nest cat

the upper-level kiting Intensive requiresnent aml the QM (oral Want=
option) requirement. in adagio, Cm 3s2Q b tera gooroveq Ilan elect ive In mg.
Women's Studies curriculum.
If you elect COM 300 as an OPO course, you must notify the instructor during
the first week of class so the proper forms may be completed. If you plan to use
COM 300 to meet requirements of the Women's Studies minor, you must submit a
short proposal to the Women's Studies Steering Committee which spells out how
this course satisfies requirements for WS courses. (See University Bulletin for
details.)
COURSE OBJECTIVES; Students will explore rhetorical discourse in three areas:

(1) rhetorical theory in which they will become familiar with components of the
speech act; (2) rhetorical criticism which will allow students to develop a
critical perspective of effective and ineffective, ethical and unethical uses of
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rhetorical principles; and (3) practice of rhetorical skills, which allow students to
apply rhetorical principles to their own writing and speech-making.
Specifically, students will be expected to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge of major methodoldgies for analyzing the spoken
word, ranging from classical to contemporary theories;

2. Demonstrate the ability to analyze historical public discourse by writing
four critical essays;
3. Demonstrate critical thought by analyzing the arguments, evidence, and
patterns of reasoning of several public debates;

4. Demonstrate knowledge of style (including metaphor, literary and
stylistic devices, etc.) by means of a close textual analysis;
5. Demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research in the area of
the student's interest by means of a final rhetorical criticism;
6. Demonstrate an ability to defend his or her ideas before the class in a
seminar format using the Socratic method of learning;
7. Demonstrate an understanding of the feminist perspective, and the
implications of it's application to rhetorical criticism and the discourse
of the American woman's suffrage movement;
8. Demonstrate improved skill in speech construction and presentation by
reporting to the class on personal research and analysis, and:

9. Demonstrate familiarity with, and appreciation for original rhetorical
texts as responses to their historical/rhetorical contexts.
COURSE MUNE:
Unit 1:

Classical Rhetorical Tradition

7 weeks

A. The nature and scope of rhetoric

1. role of rhetorical criticism in formulating public policy
2. role of rhetoric in a tree society
3. rationale for rhetorical criticism
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4. constructs ot critical analysis and perspective
5. role of situation
6. problems of asking questions and exercising critical Judgment
7. establishing fair standards for Judging discourse.
Beam Asalgoments Read Ch. 1 in textbook (pp. 1-33), Bitzer's essay on *The
Rhetorical Situation,* and assigned handouts distributed In class. Written
Assignment; 3-4 page analysis of current presidential speech as "fitting
response* to an exigence In society. Due by last week of September.
B. Classical Rhetoric
1. The sophistic tradition/oral ity of Greek culture
2. Greek-Roman tradition
3. Isocrates

4. Plato

5. Aristotle
6. Cicero
7. Quintillan
8. St. Augustine
Assignments: Read Chs. 2-5 in text and articles on writings of classical
rhetoricians; independent readings on one of the classical rhetoricians; Epideictic
Report and Paper (each student will give a 15-20 minute report in-class to praise
or blame the contributions of a classicial rhetorician to modern rhetoric); a typed
4-5 page rhetorical biography of the assigned classical rhetorician; analysis of
argument/evidence/proofs in the Second Lincoln-Douglas Debate; Ch. 21 on
Toulmin on argument; typed comparative analysis of the first Nixon-Kennedy
debate In 1960 and the second Bush-Dukakis debate in 1988. (The 1960 and 1988
debates will be shown and discussed in class-details about assignment on
attached sheets)
UNIT 11: CONTEMPORARY RHETORICAL THEORY

7 weeks

A. Neo-Aristotel Ian Criticism
1. ethos, pathos, logos/nature of *proof*
2. five "canons* of rhetoric/parts of speech
3. deliberative, epideictic, forensicr purposeful* speaking
4. political and religious discourse
5. determining "effect*
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B. The "New Rhetoric
1. 1.A Richards, Richard Weaver on metaphor

2. Studies on delivery
3. Close textual analysis

&ligaments Read Chapters 10-12,14,15, and 16 in textbook; close textual
analysis of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have A Dream Speech" (4-5 pages, typed).
C. Kenneth Burke: Rhetoric as Motive and Dramatism
Assignments: Read handout on "dramatism* by KBurke, Chs. 18, 20, 23 in textbook
and assigned articles by and about Burke.
D. Rhetoric of Mass Movements
,-

,,

1. Griffith's essay on historical movements
2. Bowers and Och's strategies/tactics of agitation and control in
movements.

3. Issues concerning text/contextual reconstruction
Assignments: Assigned readings from K.K Campbell's book on early feminist
orators; over view of history of American Woman's Suffrage Movement; proposal
for Final Criticism; ROUGH DRAFTS OF THE PAPER WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL

THANKSGIVING BREAK-take advantage of the opportunity to revise your paper

based on the instructor's comments on the draft. Your final rhetorical criticism
will be an 8-10 page research paper on one of the women orators of the American
Woman's Suffrage Movement. (See attached sheet for details/possible subjects
for your critical paper. Please note that the Wilkes Library staff prepared an
instructional bibliography specifically for this assignment. Ine bibliography will
contain listings of sources on the Suffrage Movement that are available at Wilkes,
King's, or the Osterhout. It would appear that King's and the Osterhout have more
sources than our own Farley Library. Because that is the case, and Wilkes wants
to build It's holdings in women's studies, please include an annotated bibliography
with your paper which should note the Quality of various sources. If an important
text is unavailable at Wilkes, I will order it.) Each student will also give a 15
minute summary of his/her final paper during the final examination period; final
papers mine Me on the day ortrie ih-ciass report Mere wine no extensibns.
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR FINAL RHETORICAL CRITICISMS ON THE AMERICAN
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT MAY BE SUBMITTED FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE SCA

STUDENT SECTION OR THE PA STATE COM. ASSOCIATION'S UNDERGRADUATE ESSAY
COMPETITION. IF THE INSTRUCTOR AGREES, YOUR FINAL PAPER WILL BE SUBMITTED

TO SCA OR SCAP'S ESSAY COMPETITION, THE DEPARTMENT WILL HELP PAY WI.

EXPENSES If' YOUR WER iS ACCEPTF,DfOR oNE ck:rog cot,,t:;..ENT:iotis--yg';i,,iff TO
ENCOURAGE OUR UPPER LEVEL STUOENTS TO CONDUCT RESEARCH, AND1*ESENt IT
BEFORE A CONVENTION AUDIENCE. IT WILL BE EXCELLENT PREPARATION F0a 'THOSE
OF YOU WHO ARE GRADUATE SCHOOL BOUND.

SUMARY a COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

Analysis of current presidential speech

25 points

Epideictic report/paper on a classical
rhetorician
Comparative analysis of argument in
1960 and 1988 debates
Close textual analysis of "I Have A Dreams

4100

50

Final rhetorical criticism on American Woman's
Suffrage Movement( 8-10 page paper and 15 minute
200
report)
In-class critiques and discussions
TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE IN COURSE:

50

500 points

Your final course grade will be determined by the percentage earned of the
possible 500 points. Feel free to stop by at any time to discuss your grade.

COM 300: Rhetorical Criticism
Jane Elmse-Crahal

PRESIDENT BUSH'S WAR ON DRUGS: A HMG RESPONSE?
Today, September 5, 1989, the long-wilted presidential policy outline to combat dugs is to be
released. Resident Bush will present his proposal.in written form (to Concrete and the made),
and in the krm cA a speeth to the American people. The speech will be televised at 10:00 PM.
on al networks and CNN.
It I. important that you re-reed Bitzers oetlay on rhetorical situation bdca you watch the speech
toeight, because otr decussions will focus on situations' factors inherent in the President's

speech. The NetYackrimois likely to publish the coMplete text of the Presidenritipisch in
the Sept. 6cr7ichans. Make sure you get a copy (A his speech. I WI video *pith* speech
to make are we have a copy of the speech as presented.

Fa the next week, as a seminar, we wN he analyzing the Residential capon' to 10 drugs
from a situational perspedive. Key tams to consider as you listen to the speech Might:
(1) Edgence(s) : What forces influenced President Bush? What problem(s) dd he identify that
provoked him to take action?
(2) Audence(s) : As you listen to the speech, how would you characterize the suclence the
President is seeking to Willuence? Give examples of audence-drected cues. Mhos*
audencss be competent and willing to change the exigencis regerdng drugs?
(3) Constraints : What forces seem to limit the President's options in Resenting his ideas?

(4) CegnigliaLEAMIGAL

(5) &matt Ask& (defined as "a complex of persons, events, objects, and relaticas
presenting an actual or potential exigence wiiich can be completely or perfidy removed if
decant intocbced into the situation, can so constain human decision or action as to bring
about the sipificant modfication of ihe exigence")

(6) ntinseamnit: Was the Preeident's speech a "fitting response'
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COM 300: Rhetorical Criticism

Jane Elmeetrahd
EPIDEICTICBMISAMPAPERS QNCLASSICAL RHETORICIANS
"Epideicfic rhetaic," ma* commody called ceremnial.epealdng, was defined by Aristotle in his

Bhfark. Mato*. defined this genre of speeking:Opeeth whick seeks to pre* a blame°
Ho expline that ceremonial, speech, as-conrieted to pObcal(difiborative) or jUddel (faensic),

deals with an adinge_gfepictitas, and collie:00n** sui*nce usembledin_theteum_to
her a particulw person or overpraised or blainsdr u a response to "thenobleilid the
shamsfur in society Kenneth Bunt a preeernillyrhotaicketho* useithi**
identification* to desclibe iherappat-a epesket btilldewitkaiviUdenctin dlikto "form a
commtmity of Minds.' An spideictic cooker oin dO ma theriltaise or blainehe crehscan
Intensify an adherence to perticuler valuse(gidemitygikpalricidsmetc.); create a *Position to
act (to want to be ma respectful, to empathize** soMeonues e*eriences; to-alter
expectations about a paean a event); and to bring people to aot (demonstrate anger or
*satisfaction; give money a gifts; vote).
Each of you will be assigned a domicil rhetoridan to study, read about, and to gaise a
blame in a 15-20 minute speech which wiN be accompanied by a 4-5 pagetyped rhetorical

biogichY. Banat Ostia tatiliskiiithibiliihicitiReth*S64-:ISHOUW
IHEMODERREMENIQERHETORICPBAISEMBLAMEMILkibiattsttlialle
CONTRJBUT1ON$ QEIHE CLASSICAL ,EIGUBEEQBBLICONTRIBUTIONSIMEIELD.
QESMI. Rememboryou ore seeking to mOve Members of Witless (..waUdientitO your
epideictic rhetoric) in 1989 to act in a partiais. way tow& teachings of a classical rhetorician.
Look for ways to connect the %wiling, with otr needs.

ScheckiWAsignment dEpideictic nom gftgatigeLFIhstolicians:
Sept. 26

Ismael (est. 436-338 B.C.)
Read: "Aping the Sophists' end "Antidosis"

1.

Plato (427-347 B.C.)
Read: "Gcrgiat-attack on rhetoric, cialoguelcialectic as ways
2.
of knowing

"Phaectur-Plato's use of rhetoric and his influence
Sept. 28

3.

kiligift-the scientific approach to rhetoric
Reed from the Bligigdrel
Book I (Scope of Rhetcric)

Book II (hos/Emotion).

4.
5.

'6.
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COM 300: Rhetorical Criticism
Jane Elmes-Crahall

MEETING OF THE GREAT RHETORICAL MINDS: THE ETHICS OF RHETORIC

As a seminar, we will be discussing the following emotions today. But before wet bajn the
decussion, take a few minutes to determine how the classical rhetorician you stucied would
respond Look over yotr epideictic papers and speak in the spirit of your rhetorician.
(1)

Is there a difference between telling the truth and being honest?

(2)

How much infamation constitutes the tuth in a given situation? Axe there situations
that warrant withhoking information?

(3)

Is telling the truth the goal of contemporary public adckess in politics, education, religion,
advertising, broadcasting, etc.?

(4)

Ouintirun stated "an orator is a morally good man skilled in speaking." Is there
a particular life-style (home, school, Cc.) that is mare likely to encarage the
development of such persons? Is Ouintian's statement masking an elitist viewpoint
of leadership, or a selective attitude about who mitt become a leader?

(5)

Does the end (tuth) justify the rhetcrical means used by the speaker? Cite xi least
one historical cr present-day example to suppert yolz answer.

REMINDER: Next time we begin the anaiysis of political debates, so read the second LincolnDougias Debate on reserve in the lilrary and bring yotr flow sheets of the arguments.
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